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NEW QUESTION: 1
What information should you provide for a SAP Business Warehouse connection in
dashboards?(Choose two)
A. The query or query view used as the data source
B. The refreshing cycle, for example, every Monday morning at 8:30, or triggered on data load
C. The fixed authorization user used to access the data
D. The mapping of the input and output parameters to the Microsoft Excel spreadsheet
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
The user interface consists of the GUI status and GUI title.
A. False
B. True
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A restore has failed with the following jobs details:
Which two resources should the administrator use to troubleshoot this issue? (Choose two.)
A. the operating system logs
B. the nbdevconfig command
C. the robtest command
D. the logs from the NetBackup "bpbkar" process
E. the bpmedia command
Answer: B,D
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